ENRICHING LIVES
THROUGH TRA VEL

Slant of Light: Dutch

Since

1970

&Flemish Old Masters

The Netherlands and Belgium, September 22 – October 1, 2022

The Fall of the Rebel Angels,
Painting by Pieter Bruegel the Elders
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T

he glint of light in an eye, breakfast on the table, clouds gathering over fields—Dutch
and Flemish master painters transformed everyday scenes into something lasting
and beautiful. Step back into early modern Amsterdam with Rembrandt, Vermeer, Judith
Leyster, Jacob van Ruisdael and others. Through guided museum visits, seminar discussions
and walks among the city’s gabled roofs and shimmering canals, understand how these
artists used light, colour and texture to capture their world.
It was a world of innovation and thriving trade, of fortunes built on shipbuilding, fishing, textiles and porcelain.
Amsterdam was a cosmopolitan centre infused with a spirit of pluralism, a city populated by communities of
Huguenots, Jews, and free Black citizens. Yet it was a world bound to the slave trade and colonial empire. How did
Dutch painters see and understand the energy, complexity and contradictions around them?
The 17th century, often called the Golden Age, will be at the centre of our tour. We’ll explore its roots in the
Renaissance painters of the court of Burgundy, which included much of the Netherlands and Belgium. The
meticulous realism and brilliant colour of Jan van Eyck’s painting parallels the gothic architecture we’ll see in
Ghent, Bruges and Brussels. We’ll explore these intricate masterpieces as well as the more visionary, even surreal,
painting of Pieter Brueghel the Elder and Hieronymus Bosch. Finally, we’ll follow the thread forward to modern
masters, exploring how Rembrandt’s uncompromising realism influenced Vincent van Gogh and how gothic
interest in natural forms was echoed by Victor Horta and art nouveau.
The many major exhibits on 17th-century Dutch and Flemish painting in recent years show this art still resonates.
What does it say to you? Find out on this Classical Pursuits tour that combines expert guidance with ample
free time to enjoy the picturesque streets and squares and multicultural atmosphere of four dynamic northern
European cities.

Discussion Leader
Sean Forester is an artist and lecturer from the San Francisco Bay Area. He studied
classical painting at the Florence Academy of Art in Florence, Italy, where he was director
of art history, humanities, and composition. He teaches at the Golden Gate Atelier. Sean
has a BA from The Great Books Program at St. John’s College, Santa Fe, and an MA from
Cambridge University. He has led Classical Pursuits/Worldwide Quest trips to Paris,
Florence and Russia.
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Readings
The Last Painting of Sara de Vos, by Dominic Smith
Introductions to Rembrandt and Vermeer, published by Taschen
Selected reading from the Bible and 20th-century poetry to
accompany the seminars on painting

Signature Moments
Delving into the Dutch Masters of the 1600s at the Rijksmuseum
Following in Rembrandt’s footsteps in an Amsterdam walking tour
Touring the Mauritshuis’s superb collection in The Hague
Lingering along Bruges’ canal-lined streets
Immersing yourself in Ghent’s ancient and modern architecture
Engaging with Sean Forester’s art and literature seminars

Our Route
Amsterdam
The Hague

NETHERLANDS

Bruges
Ghent
Brussels

The Hague
architecture

BELGIUM
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Detailed Itinerary

Waag restaurant, Amsterdam, where Rembrandt painted
The Anatomy Lesson of Dr. Nicolaes Tulp

Friday, Sep. 23: Amsterdam’s Rijksmuseum
This morning join Sean for a first seminar, an introduction
to the 17th century and an overview of the art and ideas we’ll
be looking at together. Our first visit is to the Rijksmuseum
with our specialist guides, where we will spend time with the
Dutch Masters of the 1600s, viewing works by (as described
by the Rijksmuseum); Frans Hals’ ‘virtuoso brushwork with
a smile’; Rembrandt, the ‘rebel’ with a cause’; Jacob Van
Ruisdael, ‘Holland’s most famous landscape painter’; Jan
Steen, ‘a master storyteller of everyday life’; and Johannes
Vermeer, ‘Master of the everyday.’
Overnight: Hotel Roemer, Amsterdam
Meals: Breakfast, Lunch
Saturday, Sep. 24: Rembrandt’s Amsterdam
Our art historian guide takes us to the Amsterdam of
Rembrandt van Rijn in the 1600s. We will trace his footsteps
to locations linked with his dramatic personal life, visiting
places where he painted, where he announced his marriage,
where his three children are buried, and where he was
declared bankrupt, and the original locations of many of his
works. We’ll visit the Rembrandt House Museum, the house
he owned and lived in between 1639 and 1659, to see the
faithfully refurnished home and the modern annex with a
small selection of prints. Lunch is at the Waag Restaurant, in
the building that was the Theatrum Anatomicum in the mid1600s and where Rembrandt painted The Anatomy Lesson of
Dr. Nicolaes Tulp. This evening attend a concert at the Royal
Concertgebouw, schedule permitting and at additional cost.
Overnight: Hotel Roemer, Amsterdam
Meals: Breakfast, Lunch

Inside the Rijksmuseum
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Thursday, Sep. 22: Meet in Amsterdam
Arrive in Amsterdam and make independent arrangements to
reach our hotel in the heart of the city for a four-night stay.
This afternoon meet Sean and participants for a briefing,
then enjoy a guided walking tour in the area on our way to
dinner together this evening.
Overnight: Hotel Roemer, Amsterdam
Meals: Dinner

Sunday, Sep. 25: Excursion to The Hague
Sean’s seminar this morning will focus on Johannes
Vermeer, Judith Leyster, and female painters of the
1600s. Then we’re off to The Hague, walking through
the attractive old centre with our guide on our way to
the Mauritshuis, a princely residence with a compact but
superb collection of Dutch painting of the 17th century
with more than 200 masterpieces by Dutch and Flemish
painters. With our specialist guide we’ll see works such
as Vermeer’s Girl with a Pearl Earring, The Anatomy
Lesson of Dr. Nicolaes Tulp by Rembrandt, The Goldfinch
by Fabritius, The Bull by Potter and many more. We’ll
linger in The Hague this evening, staying for dinner
at a favourite Indonesian restaurant before returning
to Amsterdam.
Overnight: Hotel Roemer, Amsterdam
Meals: Breakfast, Lunch
Monday, Sep. 26: Travel to Ghent
Join Sean this morning for a discussion of the novel
The Last Painting of Sara de Vos, which bridges the
contemporary and the historical with the author’s fictional
account of the first woman admitted to the Guild of St.
Luke as a master painter. Then we’re off by coach to
Belgium for the second part of our trip. Our route takes
us through the southwest of Holland, where we’ll see the
beautiful stone windmills of the Kinderdijk district built
around 1740, forming an iconic Dutch scene. We arrive in
Ghent this afternoon, joining our guide for a walking tour
in the beautiful town which combines the medieval charm
of buildings like the Castle of the Counts with modern
architecture like De Krook, Ghent’s new public library.
Overnight: Harmony Hotel, Ghent
Meals: Breakfast, Dinner
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Girl with a Pearl Earring is often
referred to as the “Mona Lisa of the
North.” This is because of the girl’s
curious expression, and the mystery
surrounding the piece itself.
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Grand Palace, Brussels

Thursday, Sep. 29: Travel to Brussels
We turn our attention to Belgium’s capital for the last
part of our tour, travelling by coach to Brussels. The
cosmopolitan city, used to hosting an army of Eurocrats
and at the centre of the Flemish- and French-speaking
communities, boasts one of Europe’s most breathtaking
squares, the monumental Grand Place with its ornate
guild houses and palaces. After a look at the city’s main
architectural features, we spend time in the Royal Museums
of Fine Arts with our specialist guides. The Old Masters
Museum contains masterpieces by Frans Hals, Nicolaes
Maes, and Salomon van Ruysdael as well as the exquisite
collection of works by Pieter Bruegel the Elder.
Overnight: Pillows City Hotel, Brussels
Meals: Breakfast, Lunch

Tuesday, Sep. 27: Excursion to Bruges
Bruges is one of Europe’s best-preserved cities with
picturesque, cobbled lanes, dreamy canals, photogenic
market squares and historical almshouses. We’ll spend
the day here (just 25 minutes from Ghent), visiting the
Groeninge Museum’s excellent collection of Flemish
paintings, the Church of our Lady to see Michelangelo’s
Madonna of Bruges, and the St. Janshospitaal Museum
to view the six masterpieces by Hans Memling. We’ll
linger in Bruges this evening to stroll along the canals.
Overnight: Harmony Hotel, Ghent
Meals: Breakfast, Dinner

Friday, Sep. 30: Brussels
Sean’s final seminar engages with the art of Brueghel, the
poetry of Auden and Williams, and the architecture of
Horta. Following the seminar, we visit the Horta Museum,
set in the private house and studio of Victor Horta, one
of the founders of art nouveau in the 1890s. Enjoy some
free time this afternoon to explore the city’s street art, the
Mont des Arts sloped garden, or the perhaps the Magritte
Museum. We celebrate our trip and our experiences
over dinner together this evening.
Overnight: Pillows City Hotel, Brussels
Meals: Breakfast, Dinner

Room at Harmony Hotel, Ghent

Wednesday, Sep. 28: Ghent
Sean’s seminar this morning focusses on Van Eyck and
the Flemish Old Masters, followed by our visit to St. Bavo’s
Cathedral to see the Adoration of the Mystic Lamb polyptych
by Hubert and Jan van Eyck. This large and complex 15thcentury altarpiece, one of the cultural cornerstones of the
Netherlandish Renaissance, is acclaimed for its wide-ranging
subject matter. Enjoy some free time in Ghent this afternoon.
Overnight: Harmony Hotel, Ghent
Meals: Breakfast, Lunch

Bruges Canal

Saturday, Oct. 1: Depart Brussels
After breakfast this morning, make independent
arrangements for departure.

© Kristof Zerbe

Note: The itinerary and accommodation described here are
subject to change due to logistical arrangements, artists’
schedules and to take advantage of local events.
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This tour is eligible
for the WEC 5% credit.
Read all about the
Worldwide Quest
Explorer’s Club here.
Every booking earns
WEC status!

Bruges

Tour Details
Tour Cost (per person): US$5995
Single Supplement: US$1450

Group Size:

16 participants

What’s Included:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Accommodation based on double occupancy in
hotels listed or similar
Breakfast daily
Lunch or dinner daily
Transportation by private coach or by train, as
indicated
All activities as indicated
All entrance fees
Services of specialized English-speaking guides
All gratuities for escort, local guides, drivers, hotel,
and group meals
All taxes
Five seminars with Sean Forester
Hosted by Sean Forester
Readings (mailed to you prior to departure)
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Not Included:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Roundtrip airfare from your home
Transfers between airport and hotel on arrival
and departure
Meals other than those mentioned above
Beverages with meals
Items of a personal nature
Visa fees (if applicable)
Travel insurance
Any item not mentioned in “included features”

Payment Details:

A non-refundable deposit of US$500 per person is
required to reserve a space on this tour. A second
payment of US$1000 per person is due six months
prior to departure. Final payment is due 90 days prior
to departure.
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What to Expect

Joining Instructions

This tour begins with your arrival in
Amsterdam on September 22. Please
ensure that you arrive in Amsterdam
by 3 p.m. to join the group. You will
make your own arrangements from
the airport to the hotel. The tour
concludes in Brussels after breakfast
on October 1. You will make your own
arrangements to reach the airport or
train station.

Level of Activity: Moderate

A good level of fitness is important
for this trip as we will be walking
extensively throughout this trip.
You must be comfortable walking on
uneven terrain and irregular paving
and climbing stairs. You should be
comfortable walking for about two
hours at a stretch. Should you have
questions about your ability to take
part in this tour, please give us a call.

Transportation

Most of our explorations in cities
will be on foot. Please note that you
may choose to take a taxi at your own
expense to join the group. We will
travel by private coach between cities.
Our excursion to Bruges from Ghent
is by train.

Accommodation
Weather

September is a lovely time to visit the
Netherlands and Belgium. Average
temperature highs are 19°C (66°F) and
lows 11°C (51°F). We may experience
some light rain during our trip, so we
recommend packing a light raincoat or
small collapsible umbrella.

Travel Documents

You will require a passport for
this trip. Please ensure it is valid
for at least six months beyond your
scheduled return home. No visa is
required for Canada and USA passport
holders. Before booking, please refer
to the Canadian government
website to obtain travel advice for
the destination(s) you are visiting:
www.travel.gc.ca

COVID-19 Entry and Travel Requirements

All rooms have private facilities
and free Wi-Fi. The Roemer Hotel is
located in an 18th century Amsterdam
townhouse close to Vondelpark and a
10-minute walk to the Rijksmuseum.
Rooms have walk in rainfall
showers and all conveniences. The
Harmony Hotel is on the canalfront
in the historical centre of Ghent,
a five-minute walk from St. Bavo’s
Cathedral. Heated outdoor pool.
Rooms are cozy and comfortable.
The Pillows Hotel Brussels City
Centre is in a magnificent location,
a 10-minute walk to the Grand Place.
Rooms are spacious and stylish with
tea and coffee making facilities.

All travellers on Worldwide Quest tours are required to be fully vaccinated and
prepared to show proof of vaccination as per local regulations. Please refer to
these websites for current requirements:
Holland: https://www.government.nl/topics/coronavirus-covid-19/visitingthe-netherlands-from-abroad
Canada: https://travel.gc.ca/travel-covid
United States: https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/travelers/testinginternational-air-travelers.html
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Tourism Industry
Association of Ontario

#SafeTravels

Worldwide Quest has been awarded
the World Travel and Tourism
Council’s #SafeTravels Stamp for
adopting health and hygiene global
standardized protocols. Learn more.
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Additional Info

Ghent architecture

Extend Your Stay

If you are interested in exploring more of this region, we would be happy
to design a personalized extension for you either before or after this tour.
Please let us suggest some options, based on your time available, budget
and interests.

Terms and Conditions

For additional information about our terms and conditions, please refer
to your booking form, the current brochure or our website. All participants
booking with Worldwide Quest are covered by the terms of the Ontario
Travel Industry Act (Worldwide Quest International, Ontario - License
# 2667946). See full details here.

Cancellation Policy

All payments are non-refundable, however you may transfer your initial
deposit for any land tour to another tour 90 days or more prior to your
scheduled departure date. Initial deposits for cruises are non-refundable
and non-transferable. Your second payment and your final payment are
non-refundable and non-transferable. If you cancel within 90 days prior to
trip departure, all associated trip costs are non-refundable. In the event of a
cancellation, you must notify Worldwide Quest immediately and in writing.
See full details here.

Travel Insurance

We urge you to ensure that you have adequate cancellation and medical
insurance in place, should an unexpected event cause you to cancel or
interrupt your trip or should the tour not be operable per our terms
and conditions. We will offer you Manulife insurance coverage. Medical
insurance including emergency medical evacuation coverage is mandatory
on all our tours.

Worldwide Explorers Club

Travel twice with us and you become a member of the
Worldwide Explorers Club. Earn 5% off all your subsequent
eligible group tours. Look for the WEC icon to find your next
tour. The bonus is non-transferable and cannot be used in conjunction
with any other discount or credit. Note that some exceptions may apply.
Members also get access to special offers and exploratory tours.

How to Book
Please contact the Worldwide Quest office for more information and to secure your booking.

1-800-387-1483 | 416-633-5666
travel@worldwidequest.com
TICO#: 2667946
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What is a Classical Pursuits
Literary Adventure?
Ann Kirkland founded Classical Pursuits in 1999 to provide
thoughtful vacations for inquiring adults, with the world’s best
literature, art and music as our guides.

Our adventures are a special balance of:

By exploring and celebrating the particular visions of writers
and artists in the location in which their works were created, we
paradoxically discover the timeless truths that make these works
great. Classical Pursuits Literary Adventures are a collaborative
effort. Classical Pursuits develops the themes and selects the
leaders. Worldwide Quest is in charge of production, expertly
looking after all the logistical arrangements.

•

Most important, with a Classical Pursuits Literary Adventure
you will not lose the spontaneity, flexibility, and sense of
personal discovery you seek in your own private travels – only
the logistical hassles.
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•
•

•
•
•

In-depth discussion of important literature;
Guided walks to immerse ourselves in the
cultural and natural history of a place;
Informal talks with local people to provide
background and context to our inquiry;
Generous unscheduled time;
Exceedingly convivial company;
And of course, lingering conversation over
great meals!

What’s involved?
The only prerequisites are to read before you arrive
and to come with an open mind.
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